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Distance regular graphs fall into three families: primitive, antipodal, and bipar- 
tite. Each antipodal distance regular graph is a covering graph of a smaller (usually 
primitive) distance regular graph; the antipodal distance graphs of diameter three 
are covers of the complete graph, and are the first non-trivial case. Many of the 
known examples are connected with geometric objects, such as projective planes 
and general&d quadrangles. We set up a classification scheme, and give new 
existence conditions and new constructions. A relationship with the theory of 
equi-isoclinic subspaces of KY”, as studied by Lemmens and Seidel, is investigated. 
0 1992 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. IN~-RoDUCTI~N 
A connected graph G is distance regular if for any two vertices, the num- 
ber of vertices at distance i from the first and j from the second depends 
only on ij j, and the distance between the initial vertices. Since the two 
vertices may coincide, G is necessarily regular. Some examples are the cycle 
graphs, the Petersen graph and its line graph, and the skeletons of the 
Platonic solids. Distance regular graphs have important connections with 
other areas of combinatorics, including finite geometry and coding theory. 
For a general introduction to this area, see Biggs [23. A distance regular 
graph of diameter two is usually referred to as a strongly regular graph. 
Distance regular graphs are either primitive or imprimitive, and the 
imprimitive graphs are antipodal or bipartite (or possibly both). The 
imprimitive graphs are of special interest, as they give rise to smaller 
primitive graphs. In particular, the antipodal graphs are covering graphs of 
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distance regular graphs of half the diameter (which are generally primitive). 
The antipodal distance regular graphs of diameter one are the complete 
graphs K,, and those of diameter two are the complete multipartite graphs 
K . Hence the antipodal distance regular graphs of diameter three are the 
lir:;non-trivial case. These graphs cover the complete graphs. One motiva- 
tion for studying them is to gain insight into the general structure of 
antipodal distance regular graphs. 
We establish some basic properties of antipodal distance regular graphs 
and covering graphs in the following section. In Section 3, we devote our 
attention to antipodal distance regular graphs of diameter three. To each 
graph we attach three parameters, and we show that these numbers must 
satisfy strong conditions. Some previously known constructions are 
presented in Section 4; the graphs come from vector spaces with symplectic 
forms, projective planes, generalised quadrangles, and certain strongly 
regular graphs. In Section 5, we characterise two families of covers in terms 
of certain group divisible designs. This will give a strong new existence 
condition, derived from a result in design theory. In Section 6, we show 
how some antipodal distance regular graphs can cover other antipodal 
distance regular graphs of the same diameter. This will enable us to 
generalise a previous construction, giving new covers. In Sections 7 to 9 we 
study covers which admit a group of automorphisms fixing each fibre as a 
set, and acting transitively on the points in each libre. We also find a 
connection with generalised conference and Hadamard matrices. In the 
final sections we show that antipodal distance regular covers of K, give rise 
to sets of equi-isoclinic subspaces in R”, as studied by Lemmens and Seidel 
[ 161. The machinery developed is used to derive a strengthening of the 
feasibility conditions for covers which admit a non-identity automorphism 
which fixes each fibre. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Let G be a distance regular graph of diameter d. If u and u are two ver- 
tices at distance i, let pJk denote the number of vertices at distance j from 
u and k from u. These numbers are called the intersection numbers of G. Let 
ci, ai, and bi denote the number of neighbours of u at distance i- 1, i, and 
i + 1 from u (the intersection numbers pi- 1, 1, piI, and pi, 1, 1, respec- 
tively). Then these numbers determine all the intersection numbers of G. 
Since ai + bi + Ci = bO, the valency of G, we need only the numbers in the 
intersection array (b,, . . . . bd- 1 ; cl, . . . . cd). 
We say G is antipodal if the vertices at distance d from a given vertex are 
all at distance d from each other. Hence “being at distance d” induces an 
equivalence relation on the vertices of G, and we call the equivalence 
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classes fibres. For example, the line graph of the Petersen graph is an 
antipodal distance regular graph of diameter three. It has intersection array 
{ 4,2, 1; 1, 1,4} and live fibres of size three. 
The following theorem summarises the fundamental results on antipodal 
distance regular graphs. (See Brouwer, Cohen and Neumaier [6, 
Sect. 4.2B] or Gardiner [9].) 
2.1. THEOREM. Suppose G is an antipodal distance regular graph with 
diameter d > 2 and intersection array (b,, ..,, bd- 1 ; cl, .-., cd). 
(a) If there is an edge between two given ftbres of G, then each vertex 
in one fibre has a unique neighbour in the other. 
(b) If the distance between two fibres of G is i, then each vertex in the 
first fibre is at distance i from a vertex in the second fibre, and is at distance 
d - i from every other vertex there. 
(c) Let Q be the graph which has the fibres of G as vertices, with two 
adjacent tf and only tf there is an edge between them in G. It is a distance 
regular graph with intersection array (b,, b,, . . . . b,- 1 ; 1, c2, .,., ye,,,), where 
y equals the size of afibre tfd=2m and y= 1 ifd=2m+ 1. 
(d) Every eigenvalue of Q is also an eigenvalue of G with the same 
multiplicity. 
The graph Q in the above theorem is known as the antipodal quotient of 
G, and G is an example of a covering graph. In general, let G be a graph, 
and suppose there is a partition it of its vertices into cells satisfying the 
following conditions : 
(a) each cell is an independent set, and 
(b) between any two cells either are there no edges, or there is a 
matching. 
Let G/Z be the graph with the cells of n as vertices, and with two adjacent 
if and only if there is a matching between them. Then we say that G is a 
covering graph of G/Z. The map sending each vertex in cell C to the corre- 
sponding vertex of G/n is called the covering map, and the cells are known 
as fibres. Observe that if G/Z is connected, then each cell must have the 
same size, which we call the index of the covering. If the index is r, we call 
G an r-fold covering graph of G/Z (We remark that, if we view our graphs 
as simplicial complexes, our covering graphs are covering spaces in the 
usual topological sense. However, this will be of no use to us.) 
The partitions that give rise to covering graphs are equitable partitions. 
There are partitions z = (Cl, . . . . Ck) of V(G) with the following property: 
there are the integers cii such that vertex in cell Ci has cii neighbours in cell 
Ci. This gives rise to a quotient graph G/Z, which is a directed multigraph 
582b/56/2-5 
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with vertex set (1, . . . . k), and cii arcs from vertex i to vertex j. The quotient 
graph will often capture some of the structure of G; in particular, the 
characteristic polynomial of G/n always divides that of G. We will use this 
property later to help us determine the eigenvalues of some graphs. 
3. COVERS OF THE COMPLETE GRAPH 
In this section we begin the study of the antipodal distance regular 
graphs of diameter three. These graphs cover the complete graph. The 
intersection arrays of these graphs will be shown to be determined by three 
parameters, and we derive some general feasibility conditions that they 
must satisfy. Then we summarise the known existence conditions, and set 
up a classification scheme. 
Let G be an antipodal distance regular graph of diameter three. We have 
seen that G is an r-fold cover of a graph of diameter one, namely K,,, for 
some r and n, and so G has valency n - 1. Let u be a vertex of G, and let 
Gi(u) denote the set of vertices at distance i from u. Sinced the vertices of 
G3(u) must be at distance three from each other, we know that 
c3 - -n- 1, bZ= 1. 
By counting the edges between G*(U) and G3(u) in two ways, we find there 
are (r- l)(n- 1) vertices in G2( u), and by counting the edges between 
G,(u) and G2( U) in two ways, we find 
(n-l)bl=(r-l)(n-l)c,. 
We deduce that the intersection array of G is (n - 1, (r- 1)c2, 1; 1, c2, 
n - 1 }, and is completely determined by the numbers in the parameter set 
(n, r, c2). 
Recall that c2 is the number of common neighbours of two vertices at 
distance two, and 
a,=n-2-(r-l)c, 
is the number of common neighbours of two adjacent vertices. Some small 
examples are the 6-cycle with parameter set (3,2, 1 ), the cube with 
parameter set (4,2,2), and the line graph of the Petersen graph, which has 
parameters (5, 3, 1). The following result gives a useful characterization of 
antipodal distance regular covers of K,, as well as a good picture of what 
a cover looks like. 
3.1. LEMMA. Suppose G is an arbitrary r-fold covering graph of K,,, and 
let c2 be a positive integer. Then G is an antipodal distance regular cover with 
parameters (n, r, c2) ij’ and only lf two non-adjclcent vertices from different 
fibres always have c2 common neighbours. 
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Proof: If G is a cover with parameters (n, r, c2 ), then two non-adjacent 
vertices in different fibres must be at distance two, and thus have c2 
common neighbours. 
Conversely, suppose the condition holds, and let u and u’ be vertices 
from the same fibre F. Since the fibres are independent sets, u and u’ cannot 
be adjacent, and since there is a matching between any two fibres, they 
cannot be at distance two. Now let t, be a neighbour of u. Then u lies in 
a different fibre, and is not adjacent to u’. Hence v has c2 common 
neighbours with u’, and so u is at distance three from u’. 
If w  is any vertex not in F then it must have a neighbour in F (because 
G covers K,) and so the above argument shows that remaining vertices in 
F are all at distance two from w. In particular, the vertices at distance two 
from u are precisely the vertices adjacent to a vertex in F\u. Since u has c2 
neighbours in common with each vertex of F\u, we see that it has exactly 
(r - 1) c2 neighbours at distance two from u. Consequently it must have 
exactly (n - 1) - 1 - (r - 1) c2 neighbours adjacent to u. 
We deduce now that G is an antipodal distance regular graph with 
intersection array { rz - 1, (r-l)c,, 1; 1, c2, n-l}. i 
One consequence of this result is that any distance regular cover of K, 
with diameter three must be antipodal. We will often make implicit use of 
this fact. 
We now develop conditions that the parameters of every r-fold cover of 
K,, must satisfy. The first two conditions involve the parameter a,. The 
subgraph N induced by the neighbours of a vertex u has n - 1 vertices and 
is regular with valency a 1. Since N cannot be complete, we have 
0 < a, <n - 3. Now every graph has an even number of vertices of odd 
degree, so if n - 1 is odd then a, = n - 2 - (r - 1) c2 must be even. Hence if 
n is even, then (r - 1 )c, must be even. (We will strengthen this, following 
Lemma 3.2). 
Far stronger conditions can be found by calculating the eigenvalues of G 
and their associated multiplicities. Since these computations are standard, 
we merely summarise the conclusions. (The reader is referred to Sec- 
tion 4.2B of [6] for more details.) If 6 := a, - c2 and d := d2 + 4(n - 1) 
then the eigenvalues of G are 
n- 1, -1, e= V+Jd) Z= (qa 
2 ’ 2 - (1) 
The eigenvalues of K,, are n - 1 and with multiplicity 1 and - 1 with multi- 
plicity n - 1, and these multiplicities are the same in G, by Theorem 2.1(d). 
If m, and m, denote the multiplicities of 8 and r respectively then 
n(r - 1)~ n(r - 1)0 
me= 
2-e ’ 
mr= 
e-z * 
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The fact that these numbers must be integers serves as a strong restriction 
on the possible values of n, Y, and c2. The eigenvalues themselves are also 
constrained. 
3.2. bMMA. If 6 =0 then 8 = --z = da. If 6 #O then 8 and z are 
integers. 
Now suppose that n is even. Then since n - 1 = &, either 6 = 0, or 8 and 
r must be odd integers. In either case 6 = 8 + z will be even, and since 
6 = n - 2 - rc2, we deduce that rc2 is even. But we saw earlier that (r - 1) c2 
is even if n is even. We deduce that if n is even, then c2 must be even. We 
shall present the above results in the form of three feasibility conditions that 
must be satisfied by every cover of K, with parameter set (n, r, c2): 
(Fl) n, r, c2 are integers with 1 < (r - l)c, < n - 2, 
(F2) if n is even then c2 is even, 
(F3) me and m7 are integers. 
A parameter set (n, r, c,) is feasibZe if it satisfies these conditions. We now 
present some further conditions feasible parameter sets must satisfy if a 
cover exists. 
3.3. LEMMA. Let (n, r, c,) be the parameter set of a cover G. Then 
n f c2(2r - 1), with equality if and only if G is the icosahedron. 
ProoJ From [6, Theorem 1.2.31 we find that for any distance regular 
graph G, 
kt2a1+3-c, 
with equality if and only if G is the icosahedron or is a line graph. From 
[6, Theorem 4.2.161, an antipodal distance regular graph of diameter three 
cannot be a line graph. 1 
The icosahedron is, of course, a cover of K,, with index two. This simple 
bound rules out the existence of covers with the feasible parameter sets 
(15,4, 2) and (69, 7, 5). 
We next consider the case when c2 = 1. The following result combines 
unpublished work of Hoare and Proposition 4.3.3 of [6]. 
3.4. THEOREM. Suppose G is a cover with parameter set (n, r, 1). Then 
(a) n is odd, 
w (n -4 I (n-l), 
Cc) (n-W- r + 1) 1 rn(n - l), and 
(d) (n - r)2 < n - 1. 
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Proofi The feasibility condition (F2) implies that n is odd. Let H be the 
subgraph of G induced by the neighbourhood of some vertex u. Any two 
vertices of H have unique common neighbour u in G, and so they cannot 
be at distance two in H. Hence H is composed of cliques of size a, + 1. 
Since a, = n - 1 - r, we have shown (b). Now u lies in precisely 
(n-W(n- r) cliques, and since each clique has n - r + 1 vertices, there 
must be rn(n - 1 )/(n - r)(n - Y + 1) cliques, in all, and so (c) must apply. 
Finally, suppose C is a clique in H and that u’ is antipodal to u. Then every 
vertex of C is adjacent to precisely one vertex of H’, the subgraph induced 
by the neighbours of u’. Let C’ be a clique in H’. If two vertices a and b 
of C were adjacent to vertices c and d in C’, respectively, then b and d 
would both be adjacent to a and c, contradicting the fact that c2 = 1. Hence 
no two vertices in C can have neighbours in the same clique of H’, and so 
JC( cannot exceed (n - 1 )/(n - r), the number of cliques in H’. Since 
ICI =n- r, this implies condition (d). m 
As an example, we observe that there can be no cover with otherwise 
feasible parameter set (9, 5, l), since (9 - 5)2 > 8. Similarly, there can be no 
cover with parameters (21, 11, 1). 
The next two conditions come from the theory of association schemes, 
and we present them without proof. The first is a consequence of the Krein 
conditions [6, Theorem 2.3.21. If G is an (n, r, c,) cover and Y > 2 then 
This eliminates the otherwise feasible parameter set (21, 3,9), since 
e3 = 23 = 8 < 20. The covers where equality holds in this bound have an 
interesting theory; see [ 111. 
The absolute bound states that 
c mk< mimj9 i#j 
qokfo 
$mi(mi+ l), i = j. 
For this, see [6, Theorem 2.3.3-J It eliminates the feasible parameter sets 
(15,4,2) and (69,7, 5) that were previously ruled out by Lemma 3.3, as 
well as (64,2,22), for example, which has survived all the previous condi- 
tions. The absolute bound seems to be most useful when r = 2. When r > 2 
the following condition seems more stringent. 
3.5. LEMMA. Let G be an antipodal distance regular cover of K,, with 
index r. Let b be an integer eigenvalue of G, not - 1 or n - 1, with multi- 
plicity m. If n > m - r + 3 then /3 + 1 divides c2. I 
We derive this result from the proof of a theorem of Terwilliger’s in 
Section 10. It is surprisingly effective at eliminating parameter sets. The 
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smallest case excluded is a possible (16, 3,4) cover, which would have 5 as 
an eigenvalue with multiplicity 12. Similarly a (28, 5,4) cover cannot exist. 
To conclude this section, we describe a classification scheme which 
divides the feasible parameter sets into four infinite families. These families 
will be defined by the value of 6 = a, - c2. 
3.6. THEOREM. For fixed r and 6 there are only finitely many feasible 
parameter sets for distance regular covers of K,,, unless 6 = -2, 0 or 2. 
Proof. Suppose (n, r, c,) is a feasible parameter set. 
convenient to work with the difference of the multiplicities 
It will be 
me-mm,= 
n(r- 1)(0+2) n(r- 1)6 
e-z = a 
which must also be an integer. If 6 = 0 then this is the case. If 6 # 0, then 
by Lemma 3.2 we know that Jd is an integer. Now 
(fi-6)2=d+62-226J7=2(62+2(n-1)-6.$) 
and so fi - 6 must be even. Hence we can write A = (2t + S)2 where t is 
an integer. But A is defined to be a2 +4(n - l), and so 4n = ((2t + ~5)~ + 
(4-~5~)). Since 4(WZe -m,) is integral, we deduce that 
w + SJ2 + (4 - s2))(r - 1 )a = (2t + q(r _ 1 )S + (4 - d2)(r - 1 v 
2t+6 2t+6 
must be an integer. In particular 2t + 6 is bounded above by 
(4 - s2)(r - 1)6 unless 6 = +2. Since n is a function of t and 6, we conclude 
that n is bounded by a function of r and 6 unless 6 E ( - 2,0,2}. 1 
3.7. LEMMA. Let (n, r, c,) be a parameter set satisfying the feasibility 
conditions (Fl ) and (F2). If 6 = 0 then (F3) is always satisfied. If 6 = +2 
then (F3) is satisfied if and only if n is a square. 
Proof Suppose that (n, r, c,) is a parameter set that satisfies (Fl) and 
(F2). If 6 =0, we have seen that 0= --z =,/a and so me=m, = 
n(r- 1)/2. But 6=n-2-rc, = 0, and so if n is odd then r is too. Hence 
the multiplicities are integers, and (F3 is satisfied. If 6 = 52, then A = 4n 
so that 8= kl+& and r= +l- 
J;;(J;;+ l)(r- 1)/Z 
J’ n. The multiplicities take the values 
and are integers if and only if n is a square. 1 
In the next section, we give constructions for infinite families of graphs 
with r fixed and 6 in ( -2,O, 2). 
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4. CONSTRUCTIONS 
In this section we give some known constructions for covers of K,,. The 
two principal constructions involve finite vector spaces equipped with sym- 
plectic forms, and they produce families of covers with S = 0 and 6 = -2. 
The study of quotienting in Section 6 will result in an extension of one of 
these families, and will give more insight into the structure of the other 
family. Finally, we show how certain covers can be obtained from projec- 
tive planes and generalised quadrangles. The latter provide examples of 
covers such that 6 = 2. A more detailed treatment of the known construc- 
tions is given in [7]. 
Let V be a finite dimensional vector space over the field GF(q), where q 
is a prime power. A symplectic form on V is a bilinear function B: V x V + 
GF(q) satisfying B(u, U) = 0 for all u in I/. By expanding B( u + II, u + U) we 
find that B( U, U) = - B( U, U) for all u and u. We say that B is non-degenerate 
if there is no non-zero vector x such that B(u, X) = 0 for all u E V. 
A. Covers With 6 = 0 
Mathon [18] describes a construction which produces a graph for each 
feasible parameter set with 6 = 0 and n - 1 a prime power. We give an 
alternative construction for covers with these parameters, following [6, 
Proposition 12.531. 
4.1. CONSTRUCTION. Let q = rc2 + 1 be a prime power, where r > 1 and 
c2 is even if q is odd. Let V be a two dimensional vector space over GF(q), 
equipped with a non-degenerate symplectic form B. Let K be the subgroup 
of index r in the multiplicative group of GF(q). Let G be the graph with 
vertex set {Ku : u E V\O} and with Ku adjacent to Ku if and only if 
B(u, U) E K. Then G is a cover of K, + 1 with parameters (q + 1, Y, c,). 
The construction does not depend on the symplectic form used. The 
smallest example is the line graph of the Petersen graph, with parameters 
(5, 3, 1). In [6, Sect. 11.51 it is mentioned that G is distance transitive if the 
characteristic p of GE’(q) is a primitive element modulo r. They also 
mention that if a vector space of dimension greater than two is used, then 
a diameter three antipodal cover of a strongly-regular graph is obtained, 
but it is not distance regular. 
There is a closely related construction which makes use of polarities in 
projective planes. (For background, see Hughes and Piper [IS].) Suppose 
n is a projective plane of order s. A polarity of n is a bijection (T from the 
points to the lines such that p E q” if and only if q E p” for all points p and 
q. If p epa, then p is an absolute point, and p” is an absolute line. There is 
a unique absolute point on each absolute line, and a unique absolute line 
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through each absolute point. The following construction was originally 
noticed by Bondy. (See [ 31.) 
4.2. CONSTRUCTION. Let n be a projective plane of order n - 1 with a 
polarity 0 having n absolute points, all on a line 1. Form a graph G with 
vertices the points other than I” and the points on Z, and with points p and 
q adjacent if and only if p E q”. Then G is a cover with parameters 
(n, n - 2, 1). Conversely, every cover with these parameters arises in this 
way. 
Construction 4.1 gives (n - 2)-fold covers of K, whenever n - 1 is a 
power of two; these may be found in the Pappian plane PG(2, n - 1) using 
the above construction. 
Since c2 = 1 in these examples, by the feasibility condition (F2) we see 
that n must be odd. Suppose 0 is a polarity of a projective plane of order 
n - 1. If 0 has n absolute points then they lie on a line if and only if n - 1 
is even. If n - 1 is not a square. then 0 has n absolute points. (See Hughes 
and Piper [ 151.) For example, a cover with parameters (11,9, 1) is 
equivalent to a projective plane of order 10 which has a polarity, since 10 
is an even non-square. This suggests that the general problem of finding all 
covers of K,, will be rather difficult. 
B. A Family with 6 = -2 
The next construction produces a graph for some feasible parameter sets 
with 6 = -2 and n a prime power. (By Lemma 3.7, n will be a square.) It 
was first given for even q by Thas [25], and was extended to all q by 
Somma [24]. The description given here is taken from [6, Proposition 
12.5.1). 
4.3. CONSTRUCTION [Thas-Somma]. Let q = pi be a prime power, and 
suppose j 2 1. Let V be a 2j-dimensional vector space over GF(q), equipped 
with a non-degenerate symplectic form B. Let G be the graph with vertex 
set { (a, u) 1 a E GF(q), u E V> and with (a, u) adjacent to (/I, V) if and only 
if B(u, u) = a - j and u # u. Then G is a cover of Kq2, with parameters 
(q2j, q, q”- ‘). 
As before, the graph does not depend on the symplectic form used. The 
smallest example is the cube, with parameter set (4,2,2). The description 
by Thas was for even q, and involved a quadric in PG(n, q); his construc- 
tion can be generalised slightly if q = 2, when an oval will do. 
Unfortunately, the Thas-Somma Construction does not give graphs for 
all feasible parameter sets with 6 = -2 and n a prime power, the smallest 
open cases being the feasible parameter sets (16,8,2) and (64,4, 16). This 
situation will be partially remedied in Section 6, where we show how to 
construct covers with 6 = -2, n a prime power, and r d c2. 
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C. Covers from Generalised Quadrangles 
4.4. CONSTRUCTION (Brouwer [ 51). Suppose H is a strongly regular 
graph with intersection array (s( t + 1 ), st; 1, t + 1) which has a partition 
of its vertices into cliques of size s + 1. Then the subgraph G of H, found 
by deleting the edges in these cliques, is a cover with parameters (st + 1, 
s + 1, t - 1). Conversely each cover with these parameters arises in this 
way. 
The point graph of a generalised quadrangle of order (s, t) is strongly 
regular with parameters as stated, and can be partitioned into cliques of 
size s + 1 if and only if the quadrangle has a spread, i.e., a set of lines which 
partition the point set. Generalised quadrangles receive a detailed treat- 
ment in the book by Payne and Thas [20]. Constructions are known for 
orders (4, 1 ), (q, q), (q, q2), (q2, q3), (q - 1, q + 1) and their duals, whenever 
q is a prime power. The ones that are known to have spreads have orders 
(4, I), (1, d, (q,q), (4, q2), (4 - 4 q + 1) for all 4, and (4 + 1, q - 1) for 
even q. Although we cannot use the generalised quadrangles of order (q, 1 ), 
those of order (1, q) with q > 2 give covers with parameters (q + 1, 2, 
q - 1). (These are the complete multipartite graphs K,, 1, 4+ I minus a 
l-factor.) The other generalised quadrangles give covers with parameters 
(q2+L q+L q-l), (q3+L q+L q2-l), (q2,q,q) for all q, and 
(q2, q + 2, q - 2) for even q > 2. Observe that the graphs in the last family 
have 6 = 2. Hence we now have constructions for some covers in each of 
the families with 6 E (0, -2,2) that were mentioned in Theorem 3.6. 
Note that, unlike the first two values of 6, our family for 6 = 2 gives only 
one graph for each value of r, and so there is room for improvement. We 
know of no examples of Brouwer’s construction using strongly regular 
graphs which are not the point graphs of generalised quadrangles. 
5. GROUP DIVISIBLE DESIGNS 
In this section we show that covers with 6 equal to 0 or -2 are 
equivalent to certain group divisible designs. We will then be able to apply 
an extension of the Bruck-Ryser-Chowla theorem to impose a further 
restriction on feasible parameter sets with 6 = 0. We use A(X) to denote the 
adjacency matrix of the graph X, and nK, to denote the graph formed by 
n vertex disjoint copies of K,. 
A group divisible design with parameters (v, m; k, 1) is an incidence 
structure D of points and blocks with the property that the v points may 
be partitioned into v/m point-classes of size m so that 
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(i) each block is incident with k points, at most one from each point 
class, 
(ii) any two points from different point-classes are incident with 
precisely ;Z blocks. 
Elementary counting reveals that there are s = (U - m) A/(k - 1) blocks 
incident with a given point, and that there are b = us/k blocks in all. If b = v 
then s = k, and we say that D is square. If each block is incident with one 
point from each point-class, so that k = v/m, we call D a transversal design. 
5.1. LEMMA. A v x b Ol-matrix B is the incidence matrix of a group 
divisible design with parameters (v, m; k, ;2) if and only if 
BBT =JJ+(s-QI-AA , 
where the cliques of the graph (v/m) K,,, correspond to the point-classes of the 
design. 
Proof The pq-entry of BBT is equal to the number of blocks incident 
with points p and q. This is s if p = q, zero if p and q lie in the same point 
class (are adjacent in (v/m) K,), and A if p and 4 lie in different point- 
classes. Hence the matrix equation is equivalent to our definition of a 
group divisible design. fl 
Let D be a square group divisible design. A polarity o of D is a bijection 
from the points to the blocks such that p and qa are incident if and only 
if q and p” are incident, for all points p and q. Let us index the ith column 
of the point-block incidence matrix B by block p” whenever we index the 
ith row by point p. Then B is a symmetric matrix, and the number of l’s 
on the diagonal is equal to the number of absolute points of 6: that is, the 
number of points incident with their image under CT. We are now in a 
position to characterise covers with 6 = 0 and -2. 
5.2. THEOREM. Every cover of K,, with parameter set (n, r, c,) and 6 = 0 
is equivalent to a square group divisible design with parameters (nr, r; n - 1, 
c,) that has a polarity o such that p” is not incident with any point in the 
same point-class as p, for all points p. 
Proof. Let G be a cover of Kn with parameters (n, r, c,) and 6 = 0. Then 
any two vertices of G from different frbres have exactly a, = c2 common 
neighbours. For each vertex x of G, let N(x) be the set of vertices adjacent 
to X. Then the sets N(x), as x ranges over the vertices of G, form the blocks 
of a group divisible design on the vertices of G, with parameters (nr, r; 
n - 1, c,). If we define Y’ to be N(x) then 0 is the required polarity. 
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Conversely, suppose we are given a group divisible design g with the 
above parameters and a polarity c as described. We can construct a graph 
on the point set of Y by defining x and y to be adjacent if and only if 
XE y”. It is routine to verify that the resulting graph is a cover of K, with 
parameters (n, r, c,). 1 
In combination with Lemma 5.1, the previous result shows that if G is 
a cover of K,, with 6 = 0 then A(G) is the incidence matrix of a group 
divisible design. The next lemma shows that if 6 = -2 then A + I is the 
incidence matrix of a group divisible design. 
5.3. THEOREM. Every cover of K, with 6 = -2 and parameter set 
(n, r, cz) is equivalent to a square transversal design with parameters 
(nr, r; n, c,) that has a polarity o such that every point is absolute. 
ProoJ Let G be a cover of K,, with parameters (n, r, c,) and S = -2. If 
x is a vertex in G, let Y’ denote the set x u N(X). Suppose u and v are 
vertices of G from different libres. If u is adjacent to v then it has a, 
neighbours in common with v, and so lies in a, + 2 of set of the form y”. 
If u is not adjacent to v then it has c2 neighbours in common with it, and 
together u and v lie in c2 sets y”. Since a, - c2 = -2, we thus have a trans- 
versal design with the required parameters and polarity. The converse is 
again routine. 1 
Bose and Connor [4] extended the Bruck-Ryser-Chowla conditions for 
certain square t-designs, resulting in strong number theoretic conditions on 
possible parameter sets for square group divisible designs. We can apply 
their theorem to the feasible parameter sets with 6 =0 to obtain the 
following strong condition. Let m * denote the square-free part of an 
integer m, i.e., the least integer such that mm* is a perfect square. 
5.4. THEOREM (The Group Divisible Design Condition). Zf a cover with 
parameter set (n, r, c,) and 6 = 0 exists, then 
(i) if n = 2 (modulo 4) and r is even, then p z 1 (modulo 4) for all 
odd primes p dividing (n - 1 )*. 
(ii) if n is odd, then (- l)(‘+ 1)/2 r must be a square modulo p for all 
odd primes p dividing (n - I)*. 
This condition rules out many feasible parameter sets with 6 = 0. For 
example, a cover with parameters (7, 5, 1) cannot exist, since 5 is not a 
square modulo 3, and a cover with parameters (11,3,3) cannot exist, since 
- 3 is not a square modulo 5. (Previously, the nonexistence of (11, 3, 3) 
had been demonstrated by Hoare in an unpublished case argument.) The 
theorem of Bose and Connor yields no further constraint when applied to 
covers when n is not a perfect square, and in particular when S = -2. 
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6. QUOTIENTING 
In this section, we show that some antipodal distance regular graphs are 
also covers of antipodal distance regular graphs of the same diameter. We 
can use this result to generalise the Thas-Somma construction for covers 
of the complete graph, and to obtain more insight into Construction 4.1. 
If G is a graph and S E V(G) then we can partition the vertices of G 
according to their distance from S. We call this the distance partition of G 
with respect to S. We say S is a completely regular subset if, given any 
integers i and j and a vertex u at distance i from S, the number of vertices 
in S at distance j from u only depends on i and j. Neumaier has proved 
that a subset S of a distance regular graph is completely regular if and only 
if the distance partition with respect to S is equitable. (This is an 
unpublished observation.) It follows from the main result in [13] that a 
connected regular graph is distance regular if and only if the distance 
partition with respect to each vertex is equitable. 
The following result was communicated privately by A. Brouwer; a 
somewhat weaker result is proved in [ 14, Lemma 5.1.11. 
6.1. LEMMA. Let F be a fibre of an antipodal distance regular graph G. 
Then any subset of F is completely regular. 
ProojI Suppose that G has diameter d. From Theorem 2.1(b) we see 
that if two fibres are at distance j then each vertex in one fibre is at 
distance from one vertex in the other, and at distance d-j from the rest. 
Hence 2j < d. 
Let S be a subset of F, and suppose that u is at distance i from S. If 
2i < d then u is at distance i from F, and it follows that there is a unique 
vertex in S at distance i from u, with the remaining vertices at distance 
d - i. If 2i 2 d then each vertex in S must be at distance i from u. Hence S 
is completely regular. 1 
We now come to one of the main results of this paper. Note that it 
applies to arbitrary antipodal distance regular graphs, and not just to 
antipodal distance regular covers of K,. 
6.2. THEOREM. Let G be an antipodal distance regular graph of diameter 
d> 2, and let x be an equitable partition of G with each cell contained in a 
fibre of G. A ssume that no cell qf 71 is a single vertex, or a fibre. Then all 
cells have size t for some integer t and, if m := Ldj2J the quotient G/Z is an 
antipodal distance regular graph with intersection array 
v 0, “‘, b,-(t-l)c,-, ,..., bd-l;cl ,..., tc&,,, ,..., cd}. 
Moreover, G and G/n have isomorphic antipodal quotients. 
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ProoJ Let C and D be two cells of 71. If a vertex C is adjacent to a ver- 
tex in D then C and D must lie in adjacent fibres of G. Since 71 is equitable, 
it follows that each vertex of C is adjacent to exactly one vertex of D, and 
vice versa. Hence 1 Cl = ID(. As G/X must be connected, it follows that all 
cells of 71 must the same size, t say. We see also that G/Z is regular, with 
the same valency as G. 
From [ 6, Lemma 11.1.41 we have that if C and D are two cells of an 
equitable partition at distance s in G then all vertices in C are at distance 
s from D. It follows that z is a refinement of the distance partition with 
respect to any of its cells. Consequently the distance partition with respect 
to each vertex of G/Z is equitable. Since G is regular, this implies that G/Z 
is distance-regular. 1 
A direct proof of this theorem, independent of [13], is given in [ 14, 
Theorem 52.21. If G has non-trivial automorphisms fixing its libres, then 
we have some ready-made antipodal refinements. 
6.3. COROLLARY. Suppose G is an antipodal distance regular graph, and 
that S is a non-trivial group of automorphisms of G fixing its fibres. Then the 
orbits of S on the fibres form an antipodal refinement. 
Proof: Suppose F is a fibre, and that u and v are vertices of F, with 
neighbours u’ and v’ in another fibre F’. If some element n of S sends u to 
v, it sends u’ to v’, and so these vertices also lie on the same orbit of S. 
Hence the orbits of S form an antipodal refinement. 1 
Our first examples of graphs with antipodal refinements are the graphs 
from Construction 4.1. Suppose G is such a graph with parameters 
(q + 1, r, cz), where q = rc2 + 1 is a prime power. If t is a proper divisor of 
r, then G can be shown to have an antipodal refinement z with cells of size 
t-the cell containing a vertex Ku will be (KCW : cc E K’}, where K’ is the 
subgroup of (r/t)th powers in GF(q). Then the quotient graph G/Z is a 
cover with parameters (n, r/t, tc,); it is isomorphic to the graph with the 
same parameters from Construction 4.1. In fact, the relationship of 
covering between these covers of K, corresponds to a section of the 
subgroup lattice of the multiplicative group of GF(q). Each cover arises as 
a quotient graph from (n, n - 2, 1) if n is odd, and from (n, (n - 2)/2,2) if 
n is even. 
We can use automorphisms to generalise the Thas-Somma Construction. 
Suppose G is a graph from this construction with parameters (q2j, q, q”- ‘), 
where q = pi is a prime power. Then for any y E GF(q) we have an 
automorphism (a, u) H (a + y, u). If A is an additive subgroup of order pk 
in GF(q), then the group of automorphisms defined by the elements of A 
yields an antipodal refinement with cells of size pk. The quotient cover has 
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parameters (p*” pi- ’ 9P i(2j- ‘) + ‘). If i - k does not divide ij, then the graph 
is not one of those from the Thas-Somma Construction. The smallest of 
these new graphs has parameter set (64,4, 16) and arises as a quotient 
from a cover with parameter set (64, 8,8). 
In fact, by taking all the quotients of the cover (q2, q, q), we can now 
construct a graph for all feasible parameter sets with n = q* a prime power 
squared, 6 = -2, and r < c2. It is interesting to note that they are all 
involved with a two-dimensional vector space, as are the covers with 6 = 0 
in Construction 4.1. Little is known when r > c2, and this case would be 
worth investigating. 
6.4. CONSTRUCTION (The Quotient Construction). Let q = pi be a 
prime power, and let V be a two-dimensional vector space over GF(q) 
equipped with a non-degenerate symplectic form B. Let A be an additive 
subgroup of index pick in GF(q) where 0 < k < i. Let G be the graph with 
vertex set ((A + a, u) ( a E GE’(q), u E V], and with (A + a, U) adjacent to 
(A + fl, V) if and only if a - /I - B( U, V) E A and u # u. Then G is a distance 
regular cover of KP2, with parameter set (Pan, pi- k, p’+ k). 
We now show that our quotient construction is a proper generalisation 
of the Thas-Somma Construction. Let G be one of the quotient graphs 
with parameter set 
and suppose that i - k divides i. Then the parameters can be written as 
(tpi-k)2i/(i-k) 
9P 
i-k, (Pi-k)2i/(i-k)-l) 
, 
and so G has the same parameters as the graph G’ obtained from the 
Thas-Somma Construction using a 2(2i/( i - k))-dimensional vector space 
over GF(pi- k). The next result shows that, for suitable A, the graph G is 
isomorphic to G’. 
6.5. LEMMA. Let F = GF(p’) and suppose (i - k) 1 i where 0 < k < i. Then 
there is an additive subgioup A of order pk in F such that the graph with 
parameters (Pan, piWk, pi+ k, from the quotient construction is isomorphic to 
the graph with the same parameters from the Thas-Somma Construction. 
ProoJ: Let K be the subfield of F isomorphic to GF(p’- k). Then F can 
be regarded as an i/(i - k)-dimensional vector space over K. In particular, 
the vectors of the 2-dimensional vector space V over F used in the Quotient 
Construction can be taken to be the vectors in a 2i/( i - k)-dimensional vec- 
tor space W over K. Suppose (bi> is a basis for F over K. For each 
x = C ajbj in F, where a,. E K, let d(x) = C c+. Then 4 is a linear function 
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from F onto K, and so the kernel A is a subspace of dimension 
i/(i - k) - 1 = k/(i - k) in F: that is, a subgroup of F of order pk. Observe 
that if y E K then d-‘(y) = A + x, where x is any element of F such that 
b(x) = y. Let G be the graph from the Quotient Construction using A and 
a non-degenerate symplectic form B. 
Now let B’ be the form on W defined by B’(u, t)) := tj( B(u, u)) for u, 
v E IV. Then B’ is a non-degenerate symplectic form on W since 4 is linear 
over K. Let G’ be the graph from the Thas-Somma Construction using the 
vector space IV over the field K, with symplectic form B’. Consider the map 
0 from G to G’ defined by (A + a, U) H (Q(a), u). By our above observation, 
we have A + a = A + /3 if and only if &a) = 4(p), and so Q is a bijection. 
Now (A + a, U) is adjacent to (A + fl, U) in G if and only if A + a - 
(A + /3) = A + B( U, u). But this holds if and only if #(a) - &/3) = B’( u, u), 
that is, if and only if (4( ) a , u is adjacent to (4(p), V) in G’. Hence 0 is an ) 
isomorphism from G to G’. n 
7. REGULAR COVERS 
Suppose G is a distance regular cover of K, with index r. When the task 
of determining the general structure of G looks daunting, it may be helpful 
to require G to have some extra structure, such as a nice group of 
automorphisms, and then examine the consequences. This leads us to 
examine the group 9 of automorphisms of G which fix its fibres. How large 
can 9 be? First observe that if an automorphism 0 in Y fixes one vertex, 
then it must fix all of its neighbours (since cr fixes the matchings between 
the fibres), and so it must fix every vertex (since G is connected). Hence Q 
is the identity, implying that 93 acts semiregularly on the fibres, and thus 
has order at most r. If Y has order r, then it acts regularly on the fibres, 
and we say that G is a regular cover. If, in addition, 93 is abelian or cyclic, 
we shall call G an abelian or a cyclic cover, respectively. We will show that 
the parameter sets of abelian covers of K,, must satisfy some additional 
strong conditions. (Our regular covers are regular covering spaces in the 
topological sense.) 
To do this, we need to formulate an algebraic description of a cover of 
an arbitrary graph. For the time being, we work with arbitrary r-fold 
covering graphs of some fixed graph G. These are easy to construct; we 
simply associate with each vertex u of G a set C, = (ul, . . . . u,} of r new 
vertices, and for every edge uv of G, we install a matching between the sets 
C, and C,. The sets C, become the libres of the covering graph. 
A suitable way to record the matchings between them is as follows. 
Define an arc of G to be an ordered pair of adjacent vertices. For each arc 
(u, U) of G let f(u, U) be the permutation of { 1, . . . . r } which sends i to j if 
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and only if vertex ui in fibre C, is adjacent to vertex vi in libre C,. Hence 
f is a function from the arc set of G into Sym(r), the symmetric group on 
r letters. It has the property that f(u, V) = f(t), u)-’ for all arcs (u, u). We 
call f a symmetric arc function of index r on G, and note that any such 
function determines a covering graph, denoted Gf. 
Of course a different symmetric are function may define an isomorphic 
covering graph. In particular, if we permute the vertices in each libre C, 
with an element r, of Sym(r), we obtain an isomorphic cover G(g) where 
g(i, j) = z,: ‘fli, j) zi. We can always choose the permutations z, so that g 
takes the identity value on a spanning tree in each component of G. If f 
has this property, we say that it is normalised. Define (f ) to be the sub- 
group of Sym(r) generated by the values f(u, U) on the arcs of G. The 
following series of lemmas will establish the close connection between (f ) 
and the group r of automorphisms fixing the fibres of G< 
7.1. LEMMA. Let f be a normalised symmetric arc function of index r 
on the connected graph G. Then Gf is connected if and only if (f > is 
transitive. 
Proof. Let Ui and Uj be two vertices of Gf. Suppose Gf is connected. 
Then any path between Ui and Vj gives rise to a walk between the vertices 
u and v of K,,; the product of f along the arcs of this walk will be an 
element of (f) sending i to j. Now suppose (f) is transitive, and let Q 
be an element taking i to j. Then 0 can arise as the product off along a 
walk between vertices u and v; we simply travel along the spanning tree 
when not using the arcs that generate 6. This walk provides a path from 
Ui to Vj in Gf. 1 
7.2. LEMMA. Let f be a normalised symmetric arc function of index r. 
Then the group r of automorphisms of Gffixing its fibres is isomorphic to 
the centraliser of (f > in Sym(r). 
Proof. Any automorphism of Gr fixing the fibres will permute the 
vertices of each fibre in the same way (as f is the identity on a spanning 
tree in each component of G). If this action is defined by r E Sym(r), then 
z-'fi =f: Hence z-'f(u, v)z = f(u, v) for all arcs (u, v), and so z lies in the 
centraliser of (f ). The reverse argument yields the converse. l 
7.3. LEMMA. Let f be a normalised symmetric arc function of index r on 
the graph G, and suppose Gf is connected. Let r be the group of 
automorphisms of Gf fixing its j?bres. Then r is regular if and only if (f > 
is regular. Moreover, if r is regular then it is isomorphic to (f >. 
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Proof Let H = (f). Since Gf is connected, H must be transitive. From 
Exercise 4.5’ in Wielandt [26], the centraliser C of H in Sym(r) is semi- 
regular, with order equal to the number of points fixed by a point-stabiliser 
in H. Hence C is regular if and only if any point-stabiliser in C is trivial, 
i.e., if and only if H is semi-regular. Since H is transitive, this proves the 
first claim. 
Suppose H is regular. Let D be a vertex in some fibre F of Gf and 
associate to each element h of H the vertex vh. If g E H, define g* to be 
element of Sym(r) which maps vh to vgh for all h in H. Then g* lies in the 
centraliser of H and ( g* : g E H} is a regular subgroup, H* say, of Sym(r) 
isomorphic to H. Since C and H have the same order, it follows that 
C=H*. 1 
We can now characterise regular covers of K,,. 
7.4. THEOREM. Let f be a normalised symmetric are function on K,, with 
index r. The following are equivalent. 
(a) (K,,)r is a regular cover with parameters (n, r, c,). 
(b) For every pair u, v of distinct vertices in K,,, each non-identity 
element of (f > appears precisely c2 times in the list f(u, v) f(v, w) f(w, u) 
as w ranges over V(K,,) - (IA, v >. 
Proof By Lemma 3.1, to show that (K/ is distance regular, it is 
enough to show that any two non-adjacent vertices ui and Vj from different 
fibres FU and Fv have c2 common neighbours. Let F, be a third libre. Then 
FW will house a common neighbour of ui and Vj if and only if f (v, w) f (w, u) 
is the unique element Q of (f) that sends j to i. Now ui and vj are not 
adjacent, and so f (u, v)a is not the identity. As f (u, v)a appears exactly c2 
times in the list, we conclude that there are c2 libres FW that contain a 
common neighbour of ui and vj* The converse is proved similarly. i 
The previous result can be presented in an alternative form. Let f be a 
symmetric arc function on the graph X Assume that X has n vertices and 
A = A(X). Define Af to be the n x n matrix with rows and columns indexed 
by V(X) such that 
(A/),, = 
I 
if (u, v) is an arc of X; 
otherwise. 
Formally we view Ar as a matrix with entries from the complex group 
algebra @(f ). Note that Af is. “skew-symmetric,” in the sense that (A/,,, 
and (Af>,, are inverses of each other for all arcs (u, v). We denote the 
identity of (f ), or any other group, by e. 
582b/56/2-6 
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7.5. COROLLARY. Let f be a normalised symmetric arc function on K,, 
with index r, such that (K,,)f is a regular cover. Let 0 be the sum of the 
elements of ( f > in C(f > and let A = A(&). Then (K,,)f is an antipodal 
distance-regular cover of K,, with parameters (n, r; aI, c,) if and only if 
Proof. From part (b) of the previous result, if (K,)f is distance-regular 
then the identity element will occur exactly n - 2 - (r - 1 )c, = a, times 
when we sum f(u, v) f( v, w) f(w, v) over the vertices w  in V(G)\(u, v). 
Hence (K,)f will be distance regular if the equation 
C f(u, v)f(v, w)f(w, 4=c2(@-4+ale 
w#u,u 
(1) 
holds in C( f ) when u # v. Since f (v, u)O = 0, multiplying both sides of 
(1) on the left by f( u, u) = f (u, v) - ’ and rearranging yields 
1 f(‘, w)ftw, ‘)= { ;;:);;, _ c ) fcv u) 
w#u,v 2* 2 , 
;t,Ir;;; . 
This implies the result. m 
8. REGULAR COVERS AND GROUP REPRESENTATIONS 
We are going to use the results of the previous section to derive a 
strengthening of the feasibility conditions for regular covers. Our 
arguments will make use of some facts concerning group representations, 
which we now introduce. (Proofs and more information may be found, for 
example, in Chap. I of [ 1 ] or Chap. 3 of [23].) 
A representation 4 of a group G over C is a homomorphism into the 
group GL(r, C) of invertible r x r matrices over C. We say that r is the 
degree of 4. If A E GL(r, C) then the mapping $” defined on G by 
is also a representation of G, and is said to be equivalent to 4. The trivial 
representation maps G onto the identity matrix. If 4 and II/ are two distinct 
representations of G with degrees r and s, respectively, then the mapping 
which sends a group element g to the matrix 
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is a representation of degree r + s. It is said to be the sum of Q and Ic/. We 
see that the set of all representations of G is thus closed under non-negative 
integral linear combinations. A representation which is equivalent to one 
obtained in this manner is said to be decomposable. 
A representation 4 of G with degree r is reducible if there is a non-trivial 
subspace of Cr which is fixed by all the matrices d(g) (g E G). (For exam- 
ple, if they have a common eigenvector.) It can be shown that a representa- 
tion of a finite group is reducible if and only if it is indecomposable. If G 
has order m then it can be represented as a group of m x m permutation 
matrices; that is the regular representation of G. 
The following theorem summarises the results we require. 
8.1. THEOREM. Let G be a finite group. Then 
(4 G has only finitely many inequivalent irreducible representations #i 
(i= 1, . ..). where pi has degree ri, 
(b) if +4 is irreducible and not trivial then 
(c) If p is the regular representation of G then 
Let f be a symmetric arc function of index r of the graph X on n vertices, 
let J’= (f ), and let 4 be a representation of I; with degree r. If A = A(X) 
we define Abtf) to be the rn x rn matrix obtained by replacing each non- 
zero entry f(u, v) of A with the matrix #(f (u, v)) and each zero entry by 
the r x r zero matrix. If 4 is the trivial representation then A4(f) = A(X). If 
Xf is regular and p is the regular representation of I; then Aptf) is an 
adjacency matrix for the cover X’. If dl, . . . . d,,, are the inequivalent 
irreducible representations of F and #i has degree ri then there is a matrix 
L of order r = JFI such that 
L-‘PL = C rifjj. 
Let /1 be the nr x nr block diagonal matrix, with each diagonal block equal 
to L. Then /1- A ’ p(f)/l is similar to a block diagonal matrix with ri blocks 
equal to A41(f). This leads to the following result. 
8.2. LEMMA. Let f be a normalised symmetric are function on the graph 
K,, and let 4 be a non-trivial irreducible representation of (f >. Assume 
A = A(K,J. If (K,)’ is distance regular then 
(A”(/))* = (n - l)Z+ (a, - c,) A4(f). 
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Proof. Let 4 be a non-trivial irreducible representation of (f ). The 
argument above shows that the minimal polynomial of A4(f) must divide 
the minimal polynomial of A( (Kn)J). Since the block of /i -lAp(f)/i corre- 
sponding to the trivial representation is A(&), neither of the eigenvalues 
of K,, can be eigenvalues of A 4(f). Hence the eigenvalues of Abff) must be 
zeros of x2 - 6x - (n - 1). If the eigenvalues of A4(f) are all equal then, 
since it is Hermitian, it must be a scalar matrix. As 4 takes only non-zero 
values on (f ), the off-diagonal entries of A4(f) are non-zero. If n > 1 it 
follows that A4(f) must have at least two distinct eigenvalues, and so its 
minimal polynomial is x2 - 6x - (n - 1). i 
9. ABELIAN AND CYCLIC COVERS 
We are now going to study abelian covers in more detail. Since any 
abelian cover is regular, the machinery of the previous two sections applies. 
The Hadamard product MO N of two matrices with the same order is 
defined by setting 
(MO N),=M,,N,. 
A set of matrices over @ which forms a group under Hadamard multiplica- 
tion will be called a Hadamard group. These groups arise in connection 
with abelian covers, as we now demonstrate. This connection depends on 
some properties of representations of abelian groups. 
The first of these is that all irreducible representations of a finite abelian 
group G have degree one. If 4 and $ are irreducible representations of G 
then the mapping &j such that 
is again an irreducible representation of G. In fact, the set of irreducible 
representations of G form a group under multiplication, isomorphic to G. 
If G has exponent m then the values taken by any representation 4 on the 
elements of G must be mth roots of unity, since 4”’ must be equal to 1 
on G. (Further information about representations of abelian groups will be 
found in [23].) 
9.1. LEMMA. Let f be a normalised symmetric arc function of index r on 
a graph X. Assume (f > is abelian and let #1, . . . . #r be the complete set of 
inequivalent irreducible representations of X. Then the matrices A(X)4i’rJ are 
Hermitian, and form a Hadamard group isomorphic to (f >. This group 
determines the cover. 
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ProoJ We recall that the uu-entry of A(X)/ is the inverse of the 
vu-entry, and therefore the same is true for the corresponding entries of 
A(X)4~(Y). Since the values taken by 4i on (f) are rth roots of unity, the 
uu-entry of (A(X)4i(f’) is the complex conjugate of the tiu-entry. 
The isomorphism follows immediately from the fact that the representa- 
tions 4i form a group isomorphic to (f ) under multiplication, and the 
observation that if $ = di9i then 
A(X)+(f) = A/i(f) o A+,(f). 
We now prove that the cover is determined by the Hadamard group. Let 
A 1, a*-, A, be n x n Hermitian matrices forming a Hadamard group G, and 
such that (Ai),” is non-zero if and only if (u, u) is an arc in X. We may 
assume without loss that A, = A(X). If (u, U) is an arc of X, let g(u, U) be 
the mapping defined by 
The mappings are representations of the abelian group G, and so generate 
a group G*, isomorphic to a subgroup of G. We can view g as a symmetric 
arc function on X, and thus obtain a cover of X with index equal to 1 G*l. 
Now define mappings y i on G* such 
Yi : d”, u, ++ CAi)zm* 
These mappings are representations of G*, and so generate a group 
isomorphic to a subgroup of G *. The mapping sending Ai to yi is a 
homomorphism of G, and if it is injective then it follows that 1 G*I = [ G(. 
Suppose it is not injective. Then there must be a value of i not equal to 1 
such that yi is the identity mapping. Then Ai = A(X) and SO G has two 
identity elements, which is impossible. Hence G and G* must have the 
same order, and therefore they are isomorphic. In particular, the mapping 
sending Ai to yi is an isomorphism. This implies in turn that g and f 
determine the same cover of X. 1 
Suppose now that X= K,, and Xf is distance regular with non-trivial 
eigenvalues 8 and T. If +i is a non-trivial irreducible representation of (f) 
then, by Lemma 8.2, the eigenvalues of A4’(f) are also 8 and r, with multi- 
plicities nr/(z - 0) and rze(B - z) respectively. The minimal polynomial of 
A(i(f) is x2 - 6x - (n - 1). 
The cases where S = 0 or -2 are interesting. We say an n x n matrix C 
is a generazised conference matrix if its off-diagonal entries are roots of 
unity, its diagonal entries are zero, and C 2 = (n - 1)1. (A conference matrix 
in the usual sense is a generalised conference matrix with off-diagonal 
entries - 1 and 1.) Our remarks above show that a distance regular abelian 
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cover of K, with b = 0 gives rise to a Hadamard group of Hermitian 
generalised conference matrices. 
We say an n x n matrix H is a generalised Hadamard matrix if its entries 
are roots of unity and H2 = nl. If the entries are 1 and - 1 we have a 
Hadamard matrix in the usual sense. If (K,)f is an abelian cover with 
6 = -2 then the matrices A U) + I form a Hadamard group of generalised 
Hadamard matrices. These matrices are Hermitian, and have all their 
diagonal entries equal to one. 
The proof of Lemma 9.1 shows that a Hadamard group of generalised 
conference matrices of order r gives rise to a distance regular cover of a 
complete graph with index r and 6 = 0. A Hadamard group of generalised 
Hadamard matrices ggives rise to a distance regular cover with 6 = -2. 
We now turn our attention to cyclic covers. First observe that any 
double cover of K,, is cyclic, since the map interchanging the vertices 
in each fibre fixes the matchings between the libres, and so is an 
automorphism of the cover. It is known that if G is an antipodal distance 
regular double cover of K,,, and G is not K,,, n minus a l-factor, then n must 
be even. For cyclic covers with index greater than two, we have the following. 
9.2. THEOREM. Let G be a cyclic r-fold cover of K, with r > 2. Then r 
divides n. 
Proof: Suppose f is a normalised symmetric are function defining G, 
and let 0 be a generator of (f ). Let u, v, and w  be three distinct vertices 
in K,,. By Theorem 7.4(b) we may assume that w  has been chosen so that 
the product 
f(uvW=f(w V)f(V, w)f(w 4 
is a generator of (f ), and we denote this by CJ. For any vertex x in K, 
distinct from U, v, and we we then have 
f(xuvx)f(xvwx)f(xwux)=a. (1) 
By Theorem 7.4(b) we also find that 
n f(xuvx) = (pr(r- 1)/2. 
X#U,V 
Hence the product of the left side of (1) over all x distinct from U, v, and 
w  is 
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The product of the right side is rY3, whence we deduce that 
n = 3c*r(r - 1)/2 (mod r). (2) 
From (2) we see that r divides n if c2 is even or r is odd. We complete 
the proof by showing that we cannot have c2 odd and Y even. 
If c2 is odd then n is odd (by our feasibility condition (F2)). But if r is 
even then G has a quotient which is an antipodal distance regular double 
cover of K,. If this quotient is not K,,. minus a l-factor then n must be 
even, a contradiction. If the quotient is K,,, minus a l-factor then it is a 
fn, 2, n - 2) cover, with eigenvalues -n + 1, - 1, 1, and rz - 1. It follows 
that -n + 1 is an eigenvalue of G, and hence that G is bipartite. As G is 
connected, -n + 1 must be a simple eigenvalue. On the other hand our 
formula for the multiplicity of z in Section 3 yields that m, = (Y - 1) and 
therefore r = 2, a contradiction. fl 
10. REPRESENTATIONS OF DISTANCE REGULAR GRAPHS 
In the remaining sections of this paper, we investigate a connection 
between distance regular covers of complete graphs and the geometry of 
subspaces of R”. This depends on a method for embedding distance regular 
graphs in R”, which we now discuss. Proofs for the claims made can be 
found in Chap. 3 of [6] or in [lo]. 
Let G be a distance regular graph on n vertices with adjacency matrix A, 
and let 8 be an eigenvalue of A with multiplicity m. Let X be an n x m 
matrix with its columns forming an orthonormal basis for the eigenspace 
of A belonging to 8. Since the columns of X are pairwise orthonormal, 
XTX= Zm. Since the columns of X are eigenvectors for A with eigenvalue 
fl, we also have AX= /IX. If we write X, for the row of X corresponding to 
the vertex u of G, the last equation is equivalent to 
(1) 
Thus the eigenspace belonging to 1 has given rise to a “weight” function 
from V(G) into R”, such that the sum of the weights of the neighbours of 
a vertex is equal to /? times the weight of the vertex. We call this function 
a representation of G. 
For distance regular graphs it can be shown that the inner products 
(xU, x,) are determined by the distance between u and U. By taking u and 
v to be equal, we see that in particular the length of X, does not depend 
on the vertex u. If u is at distance j from u we define Wj by 
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Since G is distance regular, wi depends on j rather than the choice of u. If 
d is the diameter of G then we say that wo, wl, . . . . wd is the sequence of 
cosines of G. 
Now let 0 be a vertex of G, and let u be a vertex at distance i from it. 
From (1) we have 
mo, 4J = c (%, X”) D-U 
and so we obtain the three-term recurrence 
pWi= CiWi- 1+ aiwi + biwi+ 1. (2) 
We assume that w  _ 1 = wd+ 1 = 0, with the result that this recurrence is 
valid for i = 0, . . . . d. This implies that w. = 1, w  1 = p/k, and 
P2- a,6-k w2= 
kbl ’ 
Now suppose that G is a cover of K,, and fl$ (- 1, n - 11. Then 
b2=n-2-a, and in Section3 we saw that n-2-a,=(r-l)c-2. Since 
b’-(a,-c,)j?-(n-1)=0 
we find that w2 = -P/(r- l)(n - 1). Since any two vertices at distance 
three from a given vertex are themselves at distance three, a3 = 0 and 
c3 = n - 1, from which we find that w3 = -l/( r - 1). We shall use these 
expressions for wo, . . . . w3 in Section 12. 
To complete this section, we now provide the proof of Lemma 3.5. This 
is a consequence of the following slightly more general result. 
10.1. LEMMA. Let G be an antipodal distance regular graph, with jibres 
of size r and antipodal quotient H. Let j3 be an eigenvalue of G which is not 
an eigenvalue of H, and let its multiplicity be m. If k > m - r + 2 then either 
/3 is a quadratic irrational, or it is an integer and fl+ 1 divides b2. In either 
case /+3 must be either the smallest or the second largest eigenvalue of G. 
ProoJ Consider the image of the neighbourhood of a vertex of G under 
the representation associated to fi. The proof of [6, Theorem 4.4.4 3 shows 
that if the vectors in this image are linearly dependent then the assertions 
of the lemma hold. From [ 11, Lemma 2.31, the image of the 
neighbourhood of a vertex spans a space of dimension m - r + 2; hence the 
lemma follows. j 
For a cover of K,, we have 
b2=n-2-aal =(r- l)c, 
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and 
-(e+ l)(z+l)=n-24=rc,. 
Hence, if /? + 1 divides b2 then it divides both (Y - 1) c2 and yc2, and 
therefore it divides c2. 
11. EQUI-ISOCLINIC SUBSPACES 
The unit vectors in an s-dimensional subspace of R” form a sphere; the 
image of this sphere under orthogonal projection onto a second 
s-dimensional subspace is an ellipsoid. If this ellipsoid is a sphere then we 
say that the two spaces are isoclinic. Isoclinic subspaces are necessarily 
skew. Any set of l-dimensional subspaces is automatically isoclinic. 
A very convenient way of describing a subspace X of R” is by giving the 
matrix P which represents orthogonal projection onto X. If U is an m x s 
matrix with columns forming an orthonormal basis for X then P is the 
matrix UUT. Simple calculations show that P is a symmetric idempotent 
matrix of rank s, with column space equal to X. Thus P represents the 
linear mapping of orthogonal projection onto X. Let Y be a second 
s-dimensional subspace of R”, with projection matrix Q. According to our 
definition, Y and X are isoclinic if the inner product (Pu, Pv) is inde- 
pendent of the choice of unit vector u in V. Since P2 = P and PT = P, it 
follows that (u, Pv) = (Pu, Pu) for any vector u and projection matrix P. 
Thus Y and Y are isoclinic if (u, Pu) is independent of the choice of unit 
vector u in V. As P is a projection, (Px, Px) < (x, X) for any vector X. 
Hence the value of (Pu, Pu) lies in the closed interval [0, 11. We call this 
value the parameter of X and Y. The following result summarises the basic 
theory. 
11.1. LEMMA (Lemmens and Seidel [16]). Let X and Y be two 
s-dimensional subspaces of W”. Let P = UUT and Q = V/VT be the respective 
orthogonal projections on X and Y. (Here both U and V have pairwise 
orthonormal columns, i.e., UTU = VT V = I.) Then the following are 
equiualen t : 
(a) X and Y are isoclinic, with parameter 2. 
(b) (Px, Py) = A(x, y) for all x and y in Y. 
(4 QPQ = AQ- 
(d) (UTV)T (UTV)=AZ. 1 
It is a consequence of (d) in the above lemma that X and Y are isoclinic 
if and only if Y and X are. This is not immediately apparent from the 
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definition of isoclinism. The concept of isoclinism extends readily to sub- 
spaces of C”. The main alteration is that the parameter II of two subspaces 
is now a complex number, such that 1 ill d 1. 
A set S of s-dimensional subspaces of R” is said to be equi-isoclinic, with 
parameter ;1, if every pair of distinct subspaces from S is isoclinic with 
parameter ;2. Any set of equiangular lines provides an example, with A 
equal to the square of the cosine of the common angle. (Equiangular lines 
provide an alternative approach to double covers of K,,. For more on this 
see [17], [21], or [22].) 
11.2 THEOREM. Let G be a distance regular an tipodal cover of K, with 
index r and let 8 be an eigenvalue of A(G) with multiplicity m. If 0 is not 
n - 1 or - 1 then, under the representation of G given by the eigenspace 
belonging to 8, each fibre of G spans an (r - 1 )-dimensional subspace of R”. 
These n subspaces are pairwise equi-isoclinic, with parameter (tI/(n - 1 )J2. 
Proof Let wO, w  17 w2, w3 be the sequence of cosines arising from the 
given representation of G. From our calculations in Section 10 we have 
8 8 1 
wg= 1, WI=- 
n- 1’ w2 
=- 
(r- l)(n- 1)’ w3= -r-l’ 
Let F be a fibre in G, with vertices 1, 2, . . . . r. As any two vertices in F are 
at distance three in G and as w3 = - l/(r - 1 ), the vectors Xi (i E F) form a 
regular simplex in R”. It follows that their centre of mass is the origin, i.e., 
xi xi = 0. Therefore the vectors xi span a subspace U of R” with dimension 
r - 1. We show that the subspaces corresponding to distinct fibres are 
equi-isoclinic, with parameter (O/(n - 1 ))2. 
Let 0 be a vertex in G not in F and adjacent to 1. Then 0 is at distance 
two from each vertex in F\l. We have 
( 
e 
x--x x 0 n-1 ” ’ 
) 
=(x0, x1)-- 8 ( n-l Xl, x1)=0 
and, if iEF\l, 
( 8 X0 -- n-l Xl, xi ) = Cx09 xi) - -+( xl9 xi) n- 
( 
8 
=(x(),x0) w2-- w 
n-l 3 ) 
= 0. 
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This shows that x0 - (0/(n - 1)) x1 is orthogonal to each of the vectors xi, 
and hence that y = (8/(n - 1)) x1 is the orthogonal projection of x0 onto U. 
We note that 
(x0, u)= -+ 
( ) 
2 
n- (x09 x0). 
Now let F’ be a second fibre of G and let P represent projection onto F. 
Each vertex j’ in F’ is adjacent to a unique vertex j in F, and at distance 
two from the remaining vertices. If i E F, i’ E F’ and i- i’ then, setting 
2 = (B/(n - 1))2, we have 
(PXi’y PXj’) = 
This shows that the image of F’ under P is again a regular simplex. If U’ 
is the space spanned by the vectors xi! it follows that the mapping from U’ 
to U induced by P is proportional to an orthogonal mapping. Conse- 
quently U and U’ arc equi-isoclinic with parameter (0&z - 1))2. 1 
The above argument can be extended to show that if G is a distance 
regular antipodal graph of odd diameter then the subspaces spanned by the 
fibres under a non-trivial representation are pairwise isoclinic. 
12. A STRONGER FEASIBILITY CONDITION 
The machinery we have developed can be used to strengthen the third of 
our feasibility conditions for the existence of covers. We recall that this 
asserts that if a distance regular cover of K,, with index r exists with 
eigenvalues 0 and z (not equal to - 1 or n - 1) then (v - 1) nz/(r - 0) is an 
integer. 
12.1 LEMMA. Let G be an antipodal distance regular cover of a graph H 
with index r and let 0 be an eigenvalue of G, but not of H. If there is a 
non-identity automorphism of G which fixes each fibre as a set then the 
multiplicity of 8 is divisible by r - 1. 
Proof: Our method is based on an idea of G. Higman, as outlined in 
Sect. 5 of [S]. Assume initially that G has nr vertices and diameter d. The 
automorphism group of G is isomorphic to the group formed by the per- 
mutation matrices which commute with A(G). Let 71 be an automorphism 
of G with associated permutation matrix P. Let A = A(G) and let 0 be an 
eigenvalue of A with multiplicity m which is not an eigenvalue of A(H). 
Finally let X be a nr x m matrix with its columns forming an orthonormal 
basis for the eigenspace belonging to 0. 
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Since PA = AP and AX= 13x, we have 
8PX= P(tlX) = PAX= APX. 
This shows that the columns of PX are eigenvectors of A with eigenvalue 
8, hence there is an m x m matrix Q such that PX = XQ. As X=X = I,,,, this 
implies that Q = XTPX. As PX = XQ we see that P’X = XQi for any non- 
negative integer i. Hence if P has order t then Q’ = I, which shows that the 
eigenvalues of Q are roots of unity. In particular they are algebraic 
integers, and therefore tr Q is an algebraic integer. Our aim now is to 
derive an expression for tr Q in terms of the cosines wi. 
Since G is distance regular, the inner product (xv, x,) is independent of 
the choice of vertex u from G. Let u be a fixed vertex of G. As X=X = I,,, , 
m = tr X=X= tr XX= = nr(x,, x,). 
Hence (x,, x,) = m/w. Let ki(n) be the number of vertices u in G such that 
uz is at distance i from u. Then the trace of Q is 
tr XTPX= 
UE V(G) 
(1) 
If n is a non-identity automorphism of G fixing 
fixed points. Hence bJ7~) = nr and therefore 
each fibre then 7~ has no 
trQ m =-&‘nr’wd=mwd. 
Thus mwd must be an algebraic integer. We complete the proof by showing 
that wd= - l/(r - 1). For then the number m/(r - 1) is both rational and 
an algebraic integer; hence it must be an integer and so r - 1 divides m as 
required. 
We can regard an eigenvector of A(G) as a function assigning a weight 
to each vertex of G. Let u be a fixed vertex of G and let y be the vector 
which assigns to a vertex u of G at distance i from u the weight wj. Since 
Wi is proportional to (x,, x,), it follows that y is an eigenvector of A(G) 
with eigenvalue 8. We will now construct an eigenvector for A(H) from 
this. Assign a weight to each vertex of H equal to the sum of the weights 
of the vertices in the corresponding fibre of G, and denote the corre- 
sponding vector by z. It is routine to verify that z is an eigenvector of H, 
with eigenvalue 0. (Since the partition of V(G) into libres is equitable, this 
is actually a consequence of Theorem 2.2 of [ 121.) 
But 8 is not an eigenvalue of A(H), which forces us to conclude that 
z =O. Hence the vector y sums to zero on each libre of G. Consider the 
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fibre containing u. Here u itself has weight 1, and the remaining Y - 1 ver- 
tices have weight w& Therefore I +(r- 1) wd=O and so wd= -l/(r- l), 
which proves our claim. 1 
The expression for tr Q in (1) is equivalent to Theorem 5.3 in [S]. 
13. ORTHOGONAL COVERS OF COMPLETE GRAPHS 
In [ 161 it is proved that a set of equi-isoclinic s-dimensional subspaces 
of R” has cardinality at most ( m2+ ’ ) - (“; ‘) + 1. (However, this bound is 
not sharp if s > 1.) There is a bound which depends on the parameter A, 
and which is stronger when J is small. Let S be a set of n equi-isoclinic 
subspaces of dimension s in IF!“, let Pi be the projection representing the 
ith subspace and set ji = P - (s/m)Z. Consider the matrix M with entries 
Then 
M, = tr(P,ZQ. (1) 
(2) 
The distinct eigenvalues of J are n and 0 and therefore, from (2), the 
distinct eigenvalues of M are s( 1 - A) and s( 1 - 2) + n(sA - s’/m). An easy 
argument based on (1) shows that X*MX 2 0 for all vectors X, i.e., that M 
is positive semi-definite. Hence its eigenvalues are all non-negative. This 
establishes the inequality 
s(l-1)-n 
We summarize our conclusions as follows. 
13.1. LEMMA [16]. Let S be a set of equi-isoclinic subspaces of dimen- 
sion s in R”, with parameter ;1. Zf A -C s/m then 
The eigenvector of J with eigenvalue n is j and therefore the eigenvector 
of M with eigenvalue s( 1 - A) + n(sA - s2/m) is also j. Hence equality holds 
in the bound of Lemma 14.1 if and only if Mj = 0. This is equivalent to 
requiring that 
tr(P,:l Pj)=O. 
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Summing this over i yields that 
tr ((il B,)‘)=O 
which implies that ci Pj = 0. Thus equality holds in Lemma 14.1 if and 
only if 
c pj = 2s 1. 
j m 
(3) 
Every set of equi-isoclinic subspaces gives rise to a cover-like structure. 
Let S be a set of n pairwise equi-isoclinic s-dimensional subspaces of W”. 
Let P = Ui UT be the projection onto the ith member of S and let % be the 
m x sn matrix 
Set X equal to @T?#. Then X is a block matrix, with blocks of size 
s x s. Its off-diagonal blocks all have the form UT Uj and hence, by 
Lemma 11.1 (d), are each equal to fi times an orthogonal matrix. The 
diagonal blocks are all equal to I,. Let 2 be the matrix II - ii2(X - I). 
Then 2 determines an orthogonal arc function, i.e., a mapping h from the 
arcs of K, into the orthogonal group O(s, R) such that h(u, u) = h(u, u)-‘, 
for any arc (u, u). 
The matrix X has the same non-zero eigenvalues as the m x m matrix 
@ST, and the latter is in turn equal to xi Pi. Hence we see that the bound 
of Lemma 14.1 holds for S if and only if X has only two distinct eigen- 
values. (One of its eigenvalues is always 0.) 
On the other hand, suppose that f is a symmetric are function on K,, and 
let 4 be an irreducible representation of (f) with degree s. Every represen- 
tation of a finite group is known to be similar to a unitary representation 
of the same degree, i.e., to a homomorphism into the unitary group. (See, 
e.g., Theorem IV.2.1 in [ 19 3.) Hence we may assume that the matrices 
4(g), for g in (fh are unitary. As Ad is Hermitian, its eigenvalues are real. 
If the least eigenvalue of A” is p then I+ (l/p) A4 determines a set of n 
equi-isoclinic subspaces in C”, where m is the rank of I+ (l/p) A+. If f 
gives rise to a distance regular cover then, by Lemma 8.2, A4 will have only 
two eigenvalues. If the representation 4 is real, i.e., if 4(g) is a real matrix 
for all elements g in (f ), then we may assume our unitary representation 
is actually real and orthogonal. Then A4 will be real and symmetric, and 
our equi-isoclinic subspaces will lie in R”. The bound of Lemma 14.1 hold 
with equality for the sets of equi-isoclinic subspaces we construct from 
distance regular covers. 
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14. OPEN QUESTIONS 
We mention only a few of a range of problems. 
(1) Find more distance regular covers of K,, with no triangles. 
(2) Are there distance regular covers of K, with 6 = -2 and r > c2? 
(3) Let Z be a Hadamard group of symmetric n x n Hadamard 
matrices with constant diagonal. What is the maximum order of Z’ as a 
function of n? 
(4) Is the absolute bound of Section 3 ever sharp when r > 2? 
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